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Abstract The Calcium oscillations within the living cell can be modelled by a dynamical
system governed by a vector field X, depending on parameters which represent
biological quantities and rates involved in this process. Emerging from this
vector field, the paper describes Riemannian metrics of the ambient space for
which X is harmonic, and determines conditions which characterize algebraic
properties of the deformation algebra entailed by the correspondent Levi-Civita
connection.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
The vector field which describes the dynamics of the calcium oscillations

within the hepatocyte has been subject of intensive recent research [10, 7, 6].
As well, the works on deformation algebras have been substantially stimulated
by the notable work [11], leading to further extensive research (e.g, [4]).

The aim of the present paper is to bridge the two streams, by considering the
canonic (Levi-Civita) connection attached to a special metric which provides
harmonicity for the field. The deformation induced by this connection vs.
the flat Euclidean connection is then studied, mainly from algebraic point of
view. The geometric and biologic applicative issues of the purely algebraic
mathematical results are an open problem which is subject of further concern.

We further describe the vector field which will be investigated throughout
the paper. The dynamical system associated with this field describes cal-
cium oscillations in living cells and relies on the mechanism of calcium-induced
calcium-release (CICR), that takes into account the calcium-stimulated degra-
dation of inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (InsP3) by a certain enzyme. We briefly
describe the biological process: an external stimulus initiates the synthesis
of InsP3, starting an intracellular chain reaction, which culminates with the
release of Ca2+ from an internal store of the cell, in the cytosol. Two mecha-
nisms are responsable for calcium oscillation: the autocatalitic nature of Ca2+
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release in the cytosol and the increased InsP3 degradation, due to the Ca2+-
stimulation of an enzyme.

The dynamical system describes the variation in time of three variables,
namely:
• x - the concentration of inositol;
• y - the concentration of calcium in certain internal pool of the cell;
• z - the concentration of free calcium in the cytosol of the cell.

The variation in time of these variables is governed by the following SODE⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ẋ = βV4 − V5 − εx,

ẏ = V2 − V3 − kfy,

ż = −V2 + V3 + kfy − kz + Vin,

(1)

where ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
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We further examine the case when the parameters take the following values:

β = 0.46, n = 2, m = 4, p = 1, k = 0.1667,

k2 = 0.1, k5 = 1, kx = 0.1, kd = 0.6,

ε = 0.0167, V0 = 0.0333, V1 = 0.0333,

VM2 = 0.1, VM3 = 0.3333, VM4 = 0.0417, VM5 = 0.5.

2. METRIC STRUCTURES PRODUCING
HARMONICITY

Let D ⊂ IRn be a differentiable manifold. Herein we consider the set F (D)
of differentiable functions defined on D and the set T r

s (D) of all tensor fields of
type (r, s) on D, which admit a canonical structure of real vector space and of
F (D)-module. Particularly, for T 0

1 (D) we use the notation the notation χ(D).
It is well-known that the harmonicity of a vector field X ⊂ χ(D), D ⊂ IRn

is equivalent to the nulity of the Laplacian operator of X, ΔX = 0. If we
consider the Riemannian metric on IRn

h = hαβ(x)dxα ⊗ dxβ ∈ T 0
2 (IRn), (2)
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the harmonicity of X is equivalent to the relation

1√
det(hαβ)

∂

∂xl

(√
det(hαβ)hkl ∂X

∂xk

)
= 0. (3)

For the metric given by the relation (2) we can associate the matrix

[h] = (hαβ)α,β=1,n.

The entries of the inverse matrix [h]−1 = (hαβ)α,β=1,n define the reciprocal
tensor field

h−1 = hαβ ∂

∂xα
⊗ ∂

∂xβ
∈ T 2

0 (D) (4)

of the metric h. Then, denoting
[
h−1

]
= (hαβ)α,β=1,n = [h]−1, we have the

obvious relations

[h] [h]−1 = In ⇐⇒ hαβhβγ = δγ
α, α, γ = 1, n.

In order to find a metric (hαβ)α,β=1,n producing the harmonicity for the vector
field X, we solve the linear system

n∑
α,β=1

ai
αβhαβ = 0, i = 1, 3, (5)

where ai
αβ = ∂2Xi

∂xα∂xβ , α, β = 1, 3, and x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z.
Obviously the algebraic system (5) has three equations and n(n + 1)/2

unknown variables. In our case n = 3 and the system (5) becomes

a1
11h

11 + a1
22h

22 + a1
33h

33 + 2a1
12h

12 + 2a1
13h

13 + 2a1
23h

23 = 0

a2
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22h

22 + a2
33h
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12h
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23h
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11h
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22h
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23 = 0.

(6)

One can easily remark that a1
αβ = −a2

αβ, ∀α, β = 1, 3, a3
21 = a3

22 = a3
23 = 0,

hence the system (6) reads{
a1

11h
11 + a1

22h
22 + a1

33h
33 + 2a1

12h
12 + 2a1

13h
13 + 2a1

23h
23 = 0,

a3
11h

11 + a3
33h

33 + 2a3
13h

13 = 0.
(7)

In order that h be a Riemannian metric, we have to impose the conditions
h11 > 0, h11h22−(h12)2 > 0,det [h]−1 > 0. Choosing the components h11, h12, h22

and h23 as secondary variables of the algebraic system (7) and fixing
(

h11 h12

h12 h22

)
=

I2 =
(

1 0
0 1

)
we get the main variables h13 and h33 (which depend on x, y, z).
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The conditions h11 > 0,
∣∣∣∣ h11 h12

h12 h22

∣∣∣∣ > 0, are fulfilled, so h is a Riemannian

metric if h33− (h13)2 > 0 which describes a zone in R
3 bounded by the surface

S1 : h33(x, y, z) − (h13(x, y, z))2 = 0.

Using the software package Maple 9.5, one can view this surface; its shape is
given below.

We conclude that the required metric has the components

h11 = h33

h33−(h13)2
, h12 = 0, h13 = − h13

h33−(h13)2
, h21 = 0, h22 = 1, h23 = 0,

h31 = − h13

h33−(h13)2
, h32 = 0, h33 = 1

h33−(h13)2
.

The Levi-Civita connection ∇ associated with h has the Christoffel symbols
of second kind

Γγ
αβ =

1
2
hγs |αβ, s| . (8)

with the Christoffel symbols of first kind given by

|αβ, s| =
∂hβs

∂xα
+

∂hαs

∂xβ
− ∂hαβ

∂xs
.

Remark 2.1 The null components of the Christoffel symbols of second kind
have the same indices as the Christoffel symbols of first kind, respectively:
|12, 2|, |21, 2|, |22, 1|, |22, 2|, |22, 3|, |23, 2| and |32, 2|.
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3. THE INDUCED DEFORMATION ALGEBRA
Let A ∈ T 1

2 (D). Defining the product of two vector fields X, Y ∈ χ(D) by
the relation

X ∗ Y = A(X, Y ), (9)

then the F (D)-module χ(D) becomes an F (D)-algebra, called the algebra as-
sociated with A and denoted by U(D, A). In the following, we shall consider

A = ∇ −
◦
∇, where

◦
∇ is the trivial connection and ∇ is the Levi-Civita con-

nection associated with h. In this case, the associated F (D)-algebra is

∇(X,Y ) = X ∗ Y = XαY βAs
αβ

∂

∂xs
, (10)

where As
αβ = Γs

αβ . Further we study the properties of this algebra.

1. Commutativity. The relation X ∗ Y = Y ∗ X, ∀X, Y ∈ χ(D) is
equivalent to As

ij = As
ji, ∀i, j, s ∈ 1, 3, which is obviously true, from the

comutativity of Levi-Civita components in lower indices.

2. Associativity. Because of the tensorial character of the associativity
condition X ∗ (Y ∗Z) = (X ∗Y ) ∗Z, ∀X, Y, Z ∈ χ(D), this can be specialized
for X = ∂i, Y = ∂j and Z = ∂k, leading, for all i, j, k = 1, 3, to the relations
As

ijA
t
sk = As

jkA
t
is|2htr ⇐⇒ As

ij |sk, r| = As
jk |is, r| ⇐⇒ |ij, t| |sk, r|hts =

|jk, t| |is, r|hts. Using Maple computation tehniques, we find that for certain
sets of indices, the last relation is not true; hence the algebra is not associative.

3. Neutral element. In order to prove the existence of a neutral element,
taking into account the commutativity, we must have ∃E ∈ χ(D) such that
A(E,X) = X, ∀X ∈ χ(D) ⇐⇒ Ai

jkE
j∂i = ∂k, ∀k ∈ 1, 3 ⇐⇒ Ai

jkE
j =

δi
k, ∀i, k ∈ 1, 3 ⇐⇒ |jk, s|Ej = hsk, ∀k, s ∈ 1, 3. One can easily see, that

for (k, s) = (2, 2), the last relation is not true. In conclusion, the algebra does
not have a neutral element.

4. Idempotency locations for X. Using the software package Maple
9.5 we have plotted the points (x, y, z) ∈ IR3 at which the field X satisfies the
relation X2 = 0 or, equivalently, Ak

ijX
iXj = 0. The three resulting surfaces

describing the vanishing of the field components intersect at the points p ∈ IR3

at which the vector Xp is idempotent w.r.t the deformation algebra structure,
as can be seen from the image below.

Obviously a notable point located at the intersection is the equilibrium
point

p0 = (x, y, z) = (0.1989819160, 0.2344675015, 0.2916496701)

of the field X. We emphasize that due to the mainly rational form of the field
component functions, these surfaces present numerous branches and critical
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points. This leads to a substantial computational effort, which requires a fast
processor and extended RAM for a reasonable simulation output.

5. Zero-divisors. The attempt of finding locations p ∈ IR3 where do exist
zero-divisors for the algebra, i.e., nontrivial vectors Yp such that Ap(Xp, Yp) =
0, where Xp is provided by the studied field, leads to considering the system

Ak
ijX

iY j = 0 (11)

or, equivalently, XY = 0, where X is the vector field which provides the
studied SODE (1). The system (11) is linear homogeneous in Y1, Y2, Y3 and
admits nontrivial solutions only on the surface

Σ : ϕ(x, y, z) = 0,

implicitly described by the vanishing of the determinant of the system (11),

ϕ(x, y, z) = det[(Ai
jkX

k)i,j=1,3];

its shape is characterized by the image below
Note that at the equilibrium point p0 of the field X, which belongs to

the surface Σ, the system (11) has trivial coefficients and the endomorphism
defined by X is the trivial one, having as kernel Tp0IR

3. Hence at any point
p ∈ Σ\{p0}, the algebra admits 0-divisors, namely Xp and Y ∗

p , where Y ∗ is a
nontrivial solution of the homogeneous system of degree of freedom m ≥ 1.
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Conclusions.
Emerging from a field X which describes the dynamics of the calcium oscil-

lations within the hepatocyte, in the three-dimensional Euclidean space were
determined those Riemannian metrics for which X becomes a harmonic vec-
tor field. For such metrics, the Levi-Civita connection provides a deformation
algebra, whose basic algebraic properties were investigated and illustrated
making use of Maple 9.5 programming.
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